BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
CONFERENCE 2017

About BSA:
We are a student activity that present scientific association aiming to raise awareness of
scientific, practical and competitive thinking for undergraduate students for biomedical
engineering department, through powerful and effective events, sessions and competitions.
So, to mix our study with experience and teamwork with fun to attract students in an
effective and creative way.
Our Vision: Diminishing the gap between our education at university and labour market

Conference 2016:
This conference held speakers from all Egypt in biomedical careers. It help biomedical
engineering students to know more about careers and how to prepare to be a qualified
engineer for market needs and know more about skills, entrepreneurship, soft skills,
technical skills and team building.
https://www.facebook.com/events/705215582914152/?__mref=message_bubble

The speaker’s careers:
Maintenance (Eng.Mahdy Eltonsy)
Sales (Eng.Mohamed tarek)
Calibration (DC.Sherif Samy)
Software (Eng.Ahmed Fathy)

Conference 2017:
Conference vision:
Conference will serve a large segment of the medical engineers to increase their experience
in this field, and decrease the gap between them and the Egyptian market needs. Help
undergraduate to get trainings & courses in national and multinational companies. Also
bachelor students to get job offers, scholarships.

Target:








We as BSA member’s in biomedical engineering Mansoura University wants to
highlight on our department to prove that we have good mentalities, sources,
projects.
Give the chance to BME students to interact more with pioneers in field and know
more information, getting more experience.
Help students to know more about how to choose your graduation project and work
on it to achieve the greatest benefit from it.
For bachelor students: How to choose your master topic, know other universities
offers internships in new technology fields, how to prepare yourself from now.
Know the importance of Entrepreneurship topic and how to make your own
business.
And finally make workshops to help students work and see their product to increase
their Enthusiasm and let them do more and more under supervision of speaclist in
biomechanics, 3D printing, electronics, sensors and software.

About Conference:
Conference will be 2 days to can cover all topics with enough information.
First day (Egyptian market needs)
Will include talks and discussion about: Sales, marketing, maintenance, software, medical
planning, and hospital designing and clinical engineering.
Second day (Workshop)
The second day will start with important topics about projects, masters, entrepreneurship.
Then will be a chosen workshop about biomechanics, 3D printing, electronics, sensors and
software.
https://www.facebook.com/events/443712949305984/

